CA FINAL
NOV 18
ADVANCED AUDITING AND PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
ABC ANALYSIS
PROF. KHUSHBOO SANGHAVI
CATEGORY ‘A’ TOPICS

- PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
- COMPANY AUDIT + CARO + AMENDMENTS
- STANDARDS (LECTURES AVAILABLE ON YOUTUBE ALONG WITH NOTES)
  - SA 240, 260, 265, 299, 315, 330, 500, 560, 570, 610, 700, 701, 720, 800 Series + SAE + SRS + SRE
- BANK AUDIT
- INTERNAL CONTROL (IFC FR) + GUIDANCE NOTE + CORPORATE GOVERNANCE + SEBI LODR
- FISCAL AUDIT [Amendment]

CATEGORY ‘B’ TOPICS

- INSURANCE AUDIT
- AUDIT OF MEMBER OF STOCK EXCHANGE
- SPECIAL AUDIT
- AUDIT UNDER CIS ENVIRONMENT
- PEER REVIEW

CATEGORY ‘C’ TOPICS

- MANAGEMENT & OPERATIONAL AUDIT
- AUDIT OF CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENT
- INVESTIGATION, DUE DILIGENCE & FORENSIC AUDIT (ONLY NEW COURSE)
- DIVIDEND (LAW)*
- THE SARBANED-OXLEY ACT, 2002

NOTE: ACCOUNTING STANDARDS ARE ALSO RELEVANT (8-10 MARKS)

TO WATCH VIDEO ON ABC ANALYSIS FOR CA FINAL AUDIT NOV 2018 CLICK HERE..!
LECTURE ON
AMENDMENT NOV 2018
RTP NOV 2018 DISCUSSION
PAPER PRESENTATION TIPS
AUDIT 10 DAYS STUDY PLAN
FORENSIC AUDIT
CARO, 2016
Freely Available on YOUTUBE
CLICK HERE TO WATCH

LECTURES ON STANDARDS ON AUDITING
WITH 3D & ANIMATION AVAILABLE....!
CLICK HERE TO WATCH